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Introduction [1]
The focalization of high intensity laser on a solid target produce instantaneous ionization of the
irradiated material this is a simple technique to create plasma in the lab. Laser produced plasmas
have been studied since the sixties when laser became available as research tools. The plasma
characteristics strongly depend by the intensity of incident radiation. There is much interest
worldwide in the application of laser matter interaction in laser-confined fusion (ICF) where
multiple laser beams are focused on a small target containing the thermonuclear fuel. At present in
Europe there is a big program (HIPER) dedicated to the fast ignition (FI) scheme of ICF. In FI the
compression and ignition phases are separated: first multiple ns beam compress the target, then a ps
laser is focused on the compressed matter generating a intense beam of hot electrons that sparks the
thermonuclear ignition. Besides ICF-FI there are several interesting arguments that could be
explored through laser matter interaction like the study of matter in extreme conditions of pressure
and high density produced by the shock wave generated when the laser hit and ablates the front
surface of the solid target, this physics has applications in astrophysics contest also. Another
interesting subject is the physics of generation, propagation and absorption of electron and proton
beams produced when the laser interacts with matte; this research is relevant to FI but can have also
applications in proton Hadrontherapy for the cure of human cancer. The complete description of
laser-matter interaction needs whole understanding of different process in different plasmas region
and their time evolution. In particular laser energy absorption, the radiative and conductive
transport of energy delivered in the absorption zone towards other plasma regions; the plasma
hydrodinamics. All of these subjects are strongly interconnected. My thesis work is composed in
two parts originating by two different campaign of measurements in various laser facility around the
world ( PALS, Prague,Ceck Republik; ILE Osaka, Japan; TIFR Mumbai, India). The first part is
focused on the physics of high compressed materials and in particular in the studies of the equation
of states-EOS in the pressure range of tens of Mbar. Various target materials are investigated
including low-density plastic foam used in the ICF-FI targets. The experiments we performed
produced new results for pressure above 3 Mbar that before where not present in the literature.
The second part of my thesis is the study of polarimetric detection of laser induced ultra short
magnetic pulses in over dense plasma. The interaction of ultra intense, ultra short laser pulses with
solid density materials, leads to extreme states of matter under laboratory conditions. Such tiny and
explosively ionized plasmas house the largest and shortest lived magnetic fields on Earth and are
important sources of coherent and incoherent electromagnetic radiation, fast ions, and electrons
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across a wide energy range. It has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that at high
intensities light is absorbed in such a short lived plasma by many collisionless mechanisms such as
j x B heating (ponderomotive acceleration), vacuum heating, and resonance absorption RA resulting
in the generation of hot electron currents which are in the form of jets. These jets propagate along
the direction of laser axis in case of j x B heating, while in RA the propagation is along the direction
of target normal. The medium, in turn, responds to the hot electron current by setting up an
equivalent charge neutralizing return current so that the net current is always below the Alfvén
limit. This resultant current generates huge pulses of azimuthal, quasi-static magnetic field whose
evolution captures the complex transport of hot electrons through the dense medium. The
knowledge of such transport processes is crucial for fast ignition FI scheme of inertial fusion. The
success of FI, in fact, depends on the generation of hot electrons, their collimation, transport, and
eventual stopping in the over dense region of the plasma. The estimation of hot electron stopping
length and factors affecting it, are therefore, extremely important. Various innovative techniques
such as measurement of higher harmonic cutoffs and proton radiography have been applied to probe
the magnetic field in the overdense region of laser generated plasma, but there have been very few
reports on the temporal dynamics of the process with sub picosecond time resolution .In my thesis i
present femtosecond time resolved pump-probe polarimetry to decipher the evolution of mega gauss
magnetic fields generated near the critical density layer in different types of targets.
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Part 1: EOS of Carbon
Chapter 1.
Laser-plasma interaction.
1.1.1

Plasma generation

The interaction of a laser pulse with intensity IL > 107 W/cm2 with a cold material induces the
vaporizations of the first target layers. The ablated material can interact with incident radiation
absorbing it and shielding the solid surface according to laser pulse frequency, pulse duration (!L)
and pulse intensity; therefore the crater depth produced will strongly depend from laser parameters.
For short pulses crater will be not too deep. For laser intensities IL > 1010 W/cm2 the vaporized
material it is also ionized. For more details on ultrashort, intense laser see Appendix 1; for more on
laser-plasma interactions see Part 2.
1.1.2

Different plasma regions.

At these laser intensity and for sufficient target thicknesses (d > tL·cs, cs is the sound speed in the
-2
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material) and target density (r > 10 g/cm ) the interaction evolves in the following pattern:
Laser light reach the solid surface only at the very beginning of the laser pulse, then the ablated and
ionized material expand away from front target surface forming a rarefied and hot cloud. The laser
radiation penetrate this rarefied cloud until a region with density close to critical density where laser
energy get absorbed; from this absorption layer the energy is transferred to target through thermal
conduction and radiative transport that in turn produces further material ablation who accelerates
away from target surface toward regions of lower density. Because of this, for momentum
conservation, we have the generation of a shock wave that propagates inside the cold target
material. See Fig. 1 where the various zones are depicted.
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Fig.1.1 Scheme of the evolution of a solid target irradiated by laser.

1.1.3

Laser absorption

The absorption of radiation can be of two kinds: collisional or resonant. Collisional absorption is
also called “inverse bremsstrahlung” and it is related to plasma free electrons that oscillate in the
laser electromagnetic field. For laser fields not too intense the electron dynamics is ruled only by
the wave electric field because the effect of the magnetic field is negligible so the electron motion is
transversal to laser propagation direction. The electrons transfer their oscillatory energy to ions
through elastic collisions that is electrons absorbs continuosly energy from the laser field and gives
this energy to ions colliding with them. In this way the local ion and electron temperature increase.
The laser wave cannot penetrate beyond the critical surface where the plasma electric density has
the critical value:

nec = 1.118!1015 m-1 "-2
0

(1.1.1)

That is when the plasma electron frequency given by:
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!pe = e

ne
me"0

(1.1.2)

And the laser frequency " L = 2#c/$0 ($0 is the vacuum laser wavelength)
For ne > nec , the plasma index of refraction became imaginary and the waves becomes evanescent.
Collisional absorption becomes very effective for densities close to critical density (slightly less).
Resonant absorption is a complex process, and it is connected to the formation of plasma
electrostatic waves that are produced when the incident laser wave propagate at an angle oblique
into respect the gradient of electronic density. Laser must also be p polarized (that is the electric
field oscillate in the incidence plane that is the plane containing the directions of the gradient of ne
and the k vector of laser wave). In proximity of the critical density the plasma index of refraction
becomes very small and then the wave electric field becomes very big; here the component of the
wave electric field parallel to the gradient of plasma electronic density can resonantly excite plasma
wave. Electromagnetic laser energy is absorbed by electrostatic waves; then through several
mechanism (both collisional and not collisional) this energy is at last transferred to electrons
increasing their temperature and generating relativistic electron beams that propagate normally
inside the target. For some experiment it is possible to reduce the above effects reducing both the
laser intensity and wavelength (going to higher armonics). In this way we can study a collisional
only picture of our experiment that is a regime where is bigger the collisional absorption into
respect to the resonant one [1,2]. The limit is given by:

IL(W/cm2 )!" 0(µm) < 1014

1.1.4

(1.1.3)

Energy Transfer.

The transfer through the plasma of the energy deposited by the laser can happen in two different
ways: thermal conduction and irradiation. The prevalent mechanism is given by electron thermal
conduction, that depends strongly by the temperature and by its gradient and it is described by
classical theory by Spitzer-Harm [3, 4], that give for the heat flow:

qSH = - K0 T5/2 ! T

(1.1.4)
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where K0 is thermal conductivity. Numerical models from experimental datas shows that above
formula it is valid only for low heat flows that is for heat flows much less of the free streaming [5,
6]:

qFS = neKT KT/me 1/2

(1.1.5)

( K is the Boltzmann constant), that estimates the maximum heat flux that the plasma can carry. In
this case the flux is given by the product of (1.1.5) by a coefficient f that is much less then one (f =
flux limiting factor: 0.03 - 0.1 [7, 8]. Conductive transport gives a bigger contribution into respect
irradiation in the energy transfer (this is true for low Z target material). It is directed mainly toward
the bulk of the target but there is a small part is directed toward the external front surface of the
target to increase the corona isothermal expansion.
The radiative transport is strongly dependent from the material opacity that decrease increasing
radiation frequency. Soft x-ray (low energy) is absorbed and riemitted while is passing through the
material, while high energy hard x-rays photons are absorbed once heating locally the material or
they pass through the target without interactions [9].

1.1.5

Hydrodynamics

The plasma regions, described before, evolves in base of conservation laws of mass momentum and
energy described by the following equations [10]:
!!
+ "# (!v ) = 0
!t
!v
1
+ v !" v = - "P
!t
#
!v2

!
!u +
!t
2

= -"# !v u +

(1.1.6)
(1.1.7)
v2
2

+ P v + !Q

(1.1.8)

where %, v, P e u are the density, fluid velocity, pressure and specific internal energy (per mass
unity); Q is the external energy source (per unit volume and time). The corona is characterized by a
very high temperature (few KeV) and by a very low density. Corona expansion in vacuum is self
similar because the system increase its dimensions but the plasma is distributed always in the same
way; and the temperature is almost constant this while the laser pulse is still present; this isothermal
behavior of the expansion is possible by a partial flux of heat from the conduction region toward the
8

exterior. In the conduction zone the profiles of temperature and density have opposites behaviour
like it is shown in Fig. 1.2. The plasmas produced from the ablation process it is accelerated in the
opposite direction of laser radiation propagation; the fluid velocity, in the reference frame of
ablation surface, increase with target distance from zero value (on the ablation surface) to sonic
values in proximity of the absorption region. The thickness of the conduction zone increase with
time. The position of the ablation surface is assumed to be in correspondence of the density of cold
solid target (fig 1.2). Beyond this surface we find the shock wave region, where the density is
bigger of the one of unperturbed material. The compression ratios increase with shock pressure, but
there is a limit that in the approximation of a perfect mono atomic gas is found to be equal to 4.
From the thermodynamic point of view the behaviour of a shocked solid material can well be
approximated to the one of a perfect gas. This because when the pressure is very high, also the
temperature is very high so that calculating internal energy it is possible to neglect the interactions
between the atoms (we have also ionization); therefore atoms and electrons behave like particles in
a perfect gas.
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Fig.1.2 Temperature and density profiles in differents target regions.
During shock wave evolution the wave front hit the cold material with a supersonic velocity Us
proportional to the square root of the ratio between the pressure of the compressed P (behind the
wave front) and the density of unperturbed zone ro (in front of the wave front). The material
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invested by the shock wave gain in forward acceleration and acquires a velocity Up that is less then
Us, but it is of the same order of magnitude. The thickness of the zone crossed by the shock wave
(compressed zone) is shorter of the original cold material (with a ratio between initial and final
densities), besides this thickness increase with time, while the shock wave front move forward.
Assuming that the velocities are constant (neglecting the early on accelerating phase):

!X

(zona compressa)

= Us - Up -

dm 1
"
"t
dt dS #
0

(1.1.9)

where dm/dtdS is the ablation rate (assumed constant), that is the target ablated mass per unit time
and unit surface. Also the compression ratio is tied to the velocity and is given by:

!

Us =

!0

dm 1
"
dt dS !
0

Us - Up -

dm 1
"
dt dS !
0

(1.1.10)

The velocity associated to ablation rate as in equations (1.1.9) and (1.1.10), that is (dm/dtdS)/r0, is
small into respect Us and Up; therefore it is possible to neglect it and simplify the equations:

!X(zona compressa) = Us - Up " t
!
!0

=

(1.1.9')

Us
Us - Up

(1.1.10')

When the shock wave front reach the rear target surface heats up the material with the consequent
emission of electromagnetic thermal radiation. The hydrodynamics of the rear surface results in
vacuum expansion of the last few layers of the accelerated material and also the generation of a
relaxation wave reflected back into the compressed material.
1.2.1 Inertial Confinement Fusion: ICF [11]
In order to produce nuclear fusion reactions very high levels of temperature and density of the
thermonuclear fuel are required; this in order to overcame the coulomb barrier of the interacting
nuclei. The ICF scheme uses short powerful laser beams to symmetrically irradiate a small capsule
containing the nuclear fuel. The capsule is made of an outer shell of ablating material with a low
atomic number (plastic), an inner shell of solid deuterium and tritium (DT) and a core in the
gaseous state. The laser pulses ablate the surface this results in the production of a shock wave
10

propagating toward the centre of the capsule, compressing the nuclear fuel to high densities and
high temperature required for fusion reactions. Many synchronized converging laser beams
(hundreds) are symmetrically focused on the target surface in order to avoid uneven events [12].

The even molar DT mixture it is chosen because has the combustion temperature easier to reach
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(4.3 KeV). The energy yield is of 3.4·10 erg/g. The single fusion process is :
D+T

&

n + ' + 17.6 MeV.

In fig. 1.3 it is shown a typical target scheme.

Fig.1.3 ICF target and time evolution under irradiation.
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The solid shell, with a radius equal to 1/10 of the total sphere radius (2 mm), has an outer plastic
layer and an inner part containing frozen DT nuclear fuel, the core is gaseous. When the multiple
laser beams irradiate the outer surface the ablation of the plastic layer begins. Then a hydrodynamic
implosion proces take place. The shock wave produced by the ablation penetrates the solid shell
layer and accelerates it, then it propagate in the gaseous inner sphere with brisk acceleration to the
solid-gas interface. Then it propagates toward the center of the sphere compressing the DT. When
the initial wave reach the interface it generates also a relaxation reflected wave that propagates
through the solid material toward the outside, this in turn produces further acceleration of the
material toward the inside; when it reaches the ablation surface, it finds the pressure maintained by
the laser so it is reflected once again like a centripetal shock wave. This process repeats many times
at both surfaces of the solid layer accelerating the material; in this way the portion of the shell not
ablated yet behave like a pusher compressing further the DT. During this sequence of processes a
fraction of the laser energy it is absorbed and transformed in kinetic energy of the materials that
implodes. Calculated values of absorption efficiency are about 80% while the hydrodynamic
efficiency is of 10 %. Therefore it is about the 8% of the laser energy that it is transformed in
implosion kinetic energy. At the end of compression the kinetic energy is transformed in thermal
energy; the fuel is now confined in a very tiny volume and its hot core (corresponding to some % of
the total mass) has reached values of temperature and density that allow the fusion reaction. From
the hot core the reaction propagates toward the outside involving all the DT mass. 1000 times the
density of solid DT must be reached for fusion. Because initially most of the DT mass is in the
shell, this means that the final pellet radius must be about 1/15 of the initial radius. The energy
6
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required for this kind of implosion is about 10 J and the power is on the order of 10 W (this imply
laser pulses on the order of 10 ns). There is another scheme to irradiate the target: the
indirectirradiating scheme [13] (fig. 1.4); where an Au covered cavity is used in order to have high
efficiency production of x-ray.

Fig.1.4 Indirect irradiating scheme for ICF target.
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The fuel pellet is positioned inside the cavity and the multiple laser beams are made to interact with
the cavity walls producing x-rays (like a blackbody). It is this x-ray flow that irradiates the target
surface ablating it producing then implosion and ignition. The advantage of this scheme are: better
irradiation uniformity with less hydrodynamic instabilities and higher hydrodynamic efficiency;
simpler positioning of the target since inside a cavity with uniform radiating field. There is a less
energy absorption of the laser energy because before it needs to be transformed in x-ray radiation.
Recently a new scheme has been proposed as alternative to ICF: fast ignition (FI) [14]. Basically FI
maintain the same scheme of ICF only one new thing is added: when the pellet is in the stage of
maximum compression (due to the action of multiple laser beams as explained before) a single high
intensity ps laser beam hit along the beam the compressed capsule in a focal spot of some 20 µm on
the capsule surface. The interaction of this laser pulse with the plasma surrounding the pellet
produces a beam of hot fast electrons that are emitted in the forward direction and heats the core of
the imploded capsule and sparks the nuclear fusion reactions that eventually will propagate to all
regions.
1.2.2 Equations of State: EOS
In material physics the studies of the properties of compressed matter is very important also in
conjunction with ICF. Knowledge in this field is still in its infancy since it is very difficult to realize
experimental conditions to get very high pressures (several Mbar), and utilize at the same time
accurate diagnostics. Also the theoretical models that describes such processes are very complex
and accurate only in some range of the thermodynamic parameters.
Several experimental techniques have been used to reach high pressures in matter. With statical
methods [15] it is possible to reach a maximum pressure of 1 Mbar. Dynamical scheme consist in
creating a shock wave that propagates into the material and compress it to very high pressures.
Various techniques have been used: gas gun, that accelerates a slug to the velocity of several Km/s,
toward a solid target [16]; conventional (chemical) explosions [17], that allows to reach some Mbar
and nuclear explosions [18], where it is possible to reach very high pressures of some Gbar.
Another dynamic technique not based on explosion (which are difficult to realize) is based on the
utilization of a power laser to irradiate a solid sample to generate a shock wave. With the power
laser available today it is possible to reach pressures of hundred of Mbar. With laser in addition it is
possible to obtain experimental data with higher statistic then nuclear explosions.
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Thomas-Fermi Model.
The theory of EOS of a highly compressed material follows the model of Thomas-Fermi [10, 19].
According to classical thermodynamics it is sufficient that the temperature is rather high in order to
neglect the energy of interaction between the particles respect their kinetic energy in order to treat
the material like a perfect gas. Quantum effects becomes important at high level of density while
temperature are low. In this case the electron De Broglie wavelength becomes of the same order of
the average distance between neighbour particles and the Pauli principle of exclusion becomes
important. More if the electronic temperature it is not much bigger then the so called degenerative
temperature

T0 =

1 3
8 !

2/3

h2 2/3
ne = 4.35 " 10-11 (°K"cm2/9 )" n2/3
e
mek

(1.2.1)

The electrons form a degenerative gas and it is required to use the Fermi-Dirac statistic

ne(!) "

1
e(! - µ)/kT + 1

(1.2.2)

Where ( is the electron energy and µ is the chemical potential of the electronic gas that depends on
the temperature and on the electron density. According to the TF model the plasma is described as a
system of nuclei and electrons, there is not difference between free and bound electrons. Nuclei
follows Boltzmann statistics and contribute separately to the pressure and to the internal energy of
the system. To calculate the electron contribution the gas is pictured as a collections of atomic
spherical cells with radius r0 = (3/4#na)1/3, where na is the numerical atomic density. Each cell
contain a nucleus and Z electrons. The energy of each electron is given by:
( = p2/2me - e )(r), where )(r) is the coulomb potential. The ionization degree can be found by
(1.2.2), finding the number of free electrons, that is with positive energy inside the cell:

Z* =

d3 p

d3 r
C = 4 !r 30
3

1 + e (" -µ)/KT

(1.2.3)

">0
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With this method it is not possible to calculate the interaction energy potential between the atoms
and the binding energy; the cells are small spheres that interacts only pushing one another and
repelling in base of their kinetic pressure. Therefore this model could be applied both in the case of
high density (where attractive forces are negligible into respect repulsive ones), and high
temperature when the potential energy associated to coupling forces are negligible respect the
thermal kinetic energy.
Shock Waves.
In order to study the EOS through shock waves we need to know the main characteristics of such
waves. A shock wave is generated from the evolution of a sound wave, that is characterized by an
adiabatic material compression who propagates at the sound velocity c given by:

c=

!P
!!

1/2
S

= "

P
!

1/2

= "# cost# !

"-1 1/2

= "# cost# P1-1/ "

1/2

, nel caso di GP

(1.2.4)

In fig. 1.5 it is shown the profile of a compression wave. In normal acoustic waves the perturbation
is very small, that is *P = (P1 - P0) << P0; therefore in the propagation the profile will not be
deformed. Instead for intense and fast perturbation (*P ! P0 o *P >> P0) where already the initial;
profile is very steep, the wave alter the shape because the portion of the wave characterized by a
higher pressure propagates at a higher speed (equation 1.2.4) respect the wave portion of the lower
part of the profile were the pressure is lower. In such situation the profile becomes almost vertical at
the wave front (fig. 1.5b), this becomes a discontinuity surface for the material thermodynamic
variables; the result of this extreme deformation is the shock wave.

Fig.1.5 Compression and shock waves.
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The shock wave dynamics is ruled by Rankine-Hugoniot equations, that contains the conservation
of mass, momentum and energy across the shock wave front. For unidimensional system they are:

!0D = D - v !

(1.2.5a)

P - P 0 = !0D v

(1.2.5b)

1
u - u0 + v2 ! 0 D = P v
2

(1.2.5c)

where "D" and "v" are the shock velocity and fluid velocity respectively. Fluid velocity is the
velocity of the accelerated material; "u" is the internal specific energy. Pressure, density and
internal specific energy have an index "0" when referred to the unperturbed material in front of the
shock wave and no index when referred to material compressed by the shock. To represent the fluid
under the action of the shock wave we can imagine that the shock wave is produced by a piston that
push forward the material at a speed v and applying a pressure P. Reproducing situations with
different values of P, we obtain different values of %, that grows with P; if in a plane P,% (or P,V,
where V = 1/% is the specific volume) we join different points matching the material compressed by
the shock, we obtain a Hugoniot, that is steeper than the correspondent adiabatic curve (that start
from the same initial point parte P0,%0), like it is shown in fig. 1.6. The Hugoniot does not represent
a true transformation and for a given pressure P the system jumps directly from the initial state
point P0,%0 to the final one P,% missing all the intermediate state points, that is this kind of
compression is irreversible. The work done from the piston on the fluid is, L = P·(1/%0 - 1/%), is
converted in internal energy, (u - u0), and in kinetic energy, v2/2:
v2 1
= P - P0 ! 1/"0 - 1/"
2 2

(1.2.6)

therefore by difference of (1.2.6) respect L, the increment of internal energy will be:

u - u0 =

1
P + P0 ! 1/" 0 - 1/"
2

(1.2.7)
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Fig.1.6 Hugoniot curve in the plane P,%.
From previous equations in the limit of strong shocks, (P >> P0) we obtain:
P ! "0D v

u - u0 !

(1.2.5b')

v2

1
! P 1/"0 - 1/"
2

2

(1.2.5c')

In the case of a perfect gas (GP), it is possible to obtain in analytical form all the shock wave
hydrodinamics relations. The Hugoniot, results in the P,% plane:

P=

! + 1 /" 0 - ! - 1 /"
! + 1 /" - ! - 1 /" 0

P0

(1.2.8)

while the "polar of shock" (the Hugoniot in the plane P,v instead of the plane P,%) and the shock
wave velocity are given by:

v=

1/2

2
!0

D=

1
2!0

"

P - P0
# - 1 P0 + # + 1 P

" - 1 P0 + " + 1 P

1/2

(1.2.9)

1/2

(1.2.10)

that for strong shocks becomes:
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P=
D=

! + 1 "0
2

v2

!+ 1 P
2 "
0

(1.2.9')

1/2

(1.2.10')

Impedence Mismatch Method
To find a point in the EOS of a compressed material, that is the correspondent state point after being
hit by the shock wave we need to use equations (1.2.5) and we need to measure experimentally two
quantity. We have 3 equations and 5 parameters of the compressed material: v, D, u, %, P; it is
assumed that we know the parameters of the unperturbed cold material. In this way it will be
possible to obtain 3 thermodynamic parameters. u, P, %. Temperature remains undetermined and we
need to measure it in an independent way. The experimental measurement of 2 of the 5 parameters
it is not an easy task and require sophisticated diagnostics. The only parameter that it is easy to
measure is the shock velocity. We used a double target composed by a reference material of which
we know the EOS and by a second material with unknown EOS. Experimentally it is necessary
only to measure the velocity D in both materials. This is known as the “impedence mismatch”
method and we will show how to obtain %, P, u for the unknown material. We assume that the first
target layer is the reference material that is usually aluminium Al; second layer is the material under
study that we indicate with X. When the shock wave produced in the first Al layer reach the Al-X
interface we have a discontinuity and two waves are produced: the first is a progressive shock that
propagates in the X material; the other is a reflected wave back into the Al and will be again a shock
wave if %0X > %0Al or a relaxation wave if %0X < %0Al (corresponding to an adiabatic transformation).
If we consider the case % 0X < %0Al, the shock wave transmitted in X is characterized by a lower
pressure and a bigger fluid velocity into respect the primary wave in the Al. In fig. 1.7 it is shown
the pressure across the interface just before (a), and just after (b), the original shock wave reach the
separation surface. The equilibrium conditions and the mass continuity, impose that after interface
reflections we have same pressure and fluid velocity in both materials (that is P and v of the
transmitted shock wave and of the relaxation reflected wave must be the same). Considering the P,v
diagram in fig. 1.8, we observe that, for strong shock, the measurement of D in the Al allow to find
through (1.2.5.b'), the point A on the shock polar of cold Al (curve 1), this point represent the state
reached by the Al after the passage of the shock. The relaxation wave reflected back into the Al lead
the material to a state B that correspond to a point in the relaxation adiabatic that cross A (line 3).
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Fig.1.7 Transmission and reflection of the primary shock wave at the interface between the
reference material (Al) and the material under study (X), for the case %0X < %0Al.
This point can be found measuring D in the material X, and using (1.2.5.b'); P e v must be equal in
the relaxed Al as well in the compressed X material, therefore the line P = %0XDXv, that must cross
in a point the shock polar of the cold material X, must also cross (in the same point B) the
relaxation curve of the Al. In the case %0X > % 0Al, the slope of the line P = %0XDXv is more steep
respect the line P = %0AlDAlv, and we should have considered its intersection B with the curve 2,
that represent the states that can be reached by the Al following a second compression (second
shock wave), that follows the one that led to the state A. This second shock polar of Al (curve 2) is
decreasing in the P, v; this because v in the plot is the fluid velocity respect the laboratory, while the
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Curva 1: Hugoniot Al freddo
Curva 2: Hugoniot Al precompresso (stato A)
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Fig.1.8 Impedence Mismatch Method to find EOS in the material X: shock polar for cold Al and for
compressed Al and the relaxation adiabatic for the Al.
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fluid velocity in the polar shock where P(v) is increasing (see equation 1.2.9', in the case of perfect
gas), is the velocity of the material invested by the new shock wave respect the material in front of
it, that is: v2' = v2 - v1, where 1 is the situation after the passage of the first shock. While 2 after the
second shock and with the apex we refer velocities to the new reference system. We know the EOS
of the Al therefore we can reconstruct the curve 1 and 2, or 1 and 3, that we need in order to apply
this method. Therefore with the measure of DAl and of DX we can find v and P of the compressed
material X (the coordinates of the point B); through equations (1.2.5) we find at the end the
parameters % and u. Streak cameras are used experimentally to measure D. This diagnostic is
positioned in such a way to observe the rear target surface; and it is coupled to a CCD. The output is
a time and space resolved image of the thermal radiation emitted by the rear target surface that it
briskly heats up when reached by the shock wave (see fig.19). In many experiment we used double
step targets as shown in fig. 1.9. They are built with a first base layer of Al where are positioned
two steps: one of Al and the other one of the material X.
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Fig.1.9 Double step target and record of streak camera image.
In this way, with the same laser shot, it is possible to measure the shock wave arrival times at target
rear surface in correspondance of the base, the Al step and the X step; and we find easily the
velocities DAl and DX. It is necessary to use also the Al step because the dynamic of the shock wave
at early stage in the Al base goes through an acceleration phase and also because the Al step is a
useful reference in the streak camera image. For EOS of highly compressed materials there exist
numerical tables containing informations for some materials. The most accurate tables are the
SESAME tables prepared at the Los Alamos laboratories. These tables are based on experimental
datas and on theoretical models of different kinds according to the range of applications of
temperature and density. SESAME tables contains datas for 150 different materials. The tables
represent the pressure P and the internal specific energy E as a function of the density % and of the
temperature T. For some materials there exist datas also for phase transitions (fusion and
-6

4

3

vaporization). Typically the intervals of density and temperature are respectively 10 – 10 g/cm
5

and 0 – 10 eV. There are also SESAME tables for the opacity and conductivity of several
materials. EOS tables are then realized using combination of different theoretical models chosen in
order to obtain datas that match experimental results. Thomas-Fermi-Dirac theory is used for the
electronic thermal contribution to EOS, whyle the ionic contribution is described with Debye theory
in the solid phase and with Lindemann formula at fusion point, while above this change of phase an
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interpolation is applied. This interpolation brings the material toward the behaviour of an ideal gas
in the regime of high temperatures.

1.2.3

Astrophysic.

Astrophisics is linked to plasma physics; the stellar objects are made of plasmas with different
densities and temperatures. In particular some phenomenas connected with the hydrodynamics and
to the radiative transport of the energy are important in order to understand some phases of the
stellar evolutions. In the laboratory it is possible to reproduce to a very small scale such conditions
with plasmas created by laser. Therefore the laser plasma interaction represents a useful tool to test
models that describe particular astrophysical phenomena. EOS and material opacity becomes then
very useful informations in the astrophysical contest. An interesting field of study is the shock wave
generated during supernovae explosions, shock waves that propagate radially towards the outer
regions where reaches material with a density profile decreasing with r.

Remnant of Cassiopea A supernova, pictured in X at Chandra observatory
As we have seen above in 1.2.2, this disuniformity in the medium lead in the shock wave region to a
pressure decrease with consequent increase of fluid and shock velocity and of the temperature. This
process can represent an important acceleration mechanism for the material that will be ejected in
the exterior space from the exploding star. In this way it is possible also to explain the emission of
very short X-ray and UV burst from low-density external plasma regions when compressed and
heated to very high temperature by shock wave. There exist several theorethical and experimental
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works on this subject [22,23,24,25] and in particular some of laser-plasma interaction to study the
impact of a high velocity flux of material with a low density steady material. This kind of
experiment are of interest to simulate in small laboratory scale supernova explosions, where high
velocity expelled material impact with surrounding rarefied material leading to hydrodinamics
phenomena that could explain the characteristics of “supernova remnants”.Also in planetology there
are situations where the field of laser-produced plasma can give its contribution. One example is
given by the odd Uranus magnetic field [26,27], characterized by an eccentric axis of symmetry
(respect the body of the planet) and also by an unusual high intensity. To explain datas collected by
Voyager 2 mission, one hypothesis given is that the source of the magnetic field is located in the
planet mantle and not in the nucleous. The core is reach of iron while the mantle is reach of water,
ammonia and methan. To explain the presence of a conducting material inside the mantle one
possible explanation is that at the very high pressures present in the mantle the methan through
pirolisis separates the carbon from the hydrogen and that the carbon goes through a phase transition
leading to a metallic state. This could be one contribution but we need to report that recent
experiment shows that also water goes through a phase transition into a conducting state. Therefore
it is very important to understand the behaviour of carbon at very high pressure [28 - 37]. We
performed recently several experiments in order to understand the phase transition of carbon; in
particular at ILE laboratory Osaka Japan we used a set up to measure change of reflectivity of rear
carbon target surface under high shock pressure generated by intense laser beams. Reflectivity
measurement of rear carbon target shows sharp increase of luminosity after shock compress carbon
material, this is indication of phase transition to metallic state. Streak camera picture below show an
indication of carbon phase transition coupled to an increase of reflectivity under high pressure
shock. In the pictures above it is shown the scheme for VISAR measurement.
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1.3 Experimental problems
Laser-plasma interaction studies present several experimental difficulties that must be
overcome in order to really understand the physics we are studying. In what follows we show some
of these problems and the techniques used in recent years, with the help of new technologies, in
order to solve them.
1.3.1

Laser disuniformities

With the (limited power) lasers available in the ’80ties in order to achieve high intensities on target
(I > 1014 W/cm2) to produce high pressures in the irradiated material (> 1 Mbar) it was necessary to
build experimental set ups in wich the front target surface was very close to the converging lens
focus. In this way the laser energy was concentrated in very small focal spot (<100). Also although
the laser intensity radial profile before the lens ("near field") is flat, the lens focalization creates an
intensity Gaussian profile in correspondance to the focus. Finally the diffraction process that
undergoes the coherent laser radiation during its propagation and in the focalization step in the end
give rises to local over intensities ("speckles") in correspondance of the focal spot. Their
dimensions and distances are of the order of a few micrometers.
1.3.2

Optical omogeneization techniques

The presence of local sovraintensities in the focalized laser profile leads to several problems that
can deteriorate the quality of hydrodinamical phenomenaproduced in the laser-plasma interaction.
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To improve this situation since the early ’80 laser beams optical omogeneization techniques have
been developed. These are based on the breaking of spatial/temporal coherence because is just the
coherence that makes different beams zones to interfere in the focal spot to produce sovraintensities
(hot spot). Random phase plate (RPP) and phased zone plate (PZP) are the recent devices.
Random phase plate
A random phase plate consist of a transparent substrate with a resin patterned top deposition. The
pattern consist of small squares of dimension about 1 mm. These regions impose to laser radiation a
phase shift of 0 or #, according to the random surface distribution the laser pass through. This phase
plate is positioned just behind the focalizing lens. In the focal plane, that usually coincide with the
target surface, we obtain an intensity distribution that is very irregular on a small scale characterized
by spikes distributed randomly with dimension and separation on the order of $f/D, where f and D
are the lens focal and the beam diameter before focalization. The envelope of this profile is similar
to the diffraction image of a square aperture, that is I(x) ~ sinc2(#xd/$f), that is close to a gaussian,
where x is the distance from the axis of the beam along a parallel direction to a square side of the
structures engraved on the RPP. The first order minimum is localized at x = $f/d and contains the
'82% of the whole energy. Basically breaking the spatial coherence we get an intensity profile that
still contains a multitude of spikes but the spatial scale now is much smaller on the order of a few
µm ($f/D). This situation is much improved one respect no RPP because small scale intensity
disuniformities are levelled hydrodinamically by transversal thermal conduction (perpendicular to
laser axis) that is localized in the conduction zone. Disuniformities localized in the absorption zone
are smoothed while the energy is transferred to the ablation surface, where it is applied the pressure
that sustain the shock wave, also because their distance is small into respect the electrons average
free path
Phased zone plate. Phased zone plate (PZP) have been recently used to improve optical
omogeneization techniques of laser beams. A PZP consist of a circular plate where with lithography
techniques are engraved on one side a set of Fresnel lenses all with equal dimension. A Fresnel lens
is made of a sequence of circular zones with alternate opaques and transparent behaviour giving a
phase shift of 0 and # to incident laser radiation.
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Fig.1.16 Fresnel lens distribution in a phase zone plate (PZP).

Each Fresnel lens is characterizad by a focal f, wich determine also the radius of circular zones .
th

If we indicate with Rn the external radius of the n

f=

circular zone we get for each n:

R2n
n!

(1.3.1)

PZP plate is positioned behind the focal lens. This combined optical system has a focal ftot :
1 1 1
= +
ftot f fL

(1.3.2)

where L indicate the principal lens. Being f >> fL, we get ftot ! fL. In the focal plane every single
Fresnel lens focalize the radiation in different spots as shown in fig.1.17.
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Fig.1.17 Optical system " principal lens-PZP". Is indicated the focal plane of the lens, and also of
the optical system and the best defocalized position for the target surface.
PZP gives a super Gaussian flat top distribution for the intensity. The spikes hot spot are smoothed
out by thermal electron conduction.

a
b
Fig.1.18 Laser Intensity as given by the lens-PZP system on the defocalized plane: a) 2D image;
b) Intensity profile I(r); below streak images shows flat top profile due to uniform shock.
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Ablation pressure

The ablation process leads to the formation of the shock wave that is produced by the
plasma expansion into vacuum. The study of the plasma expansion is treated as an
hydrodynamical problem of a fluid that is electrically neutral (this because plasma is
neutral). It is posible then to obtain scaling laws for the ablation pressure Pa (that is the
same as the shock pressure) and for the mass ablation rate, d(ma)/dt. In our experimental
situation we have, on target, max laser intensity I ~ 1014 W/cm2 and we are in the case of
delocalized absorption in wich laser radiation is absorbed mainly in the plasma corona,
before it reaches the critical density zone. In this regime the ablation pressure, Pa , and the
mass ablation rate, d(ma)/dt, are given by:
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Streak cameras operating principle
The streak camera is a device to measure ultra-fast phenomena and delivers intensity vs. time vs;
position (or wavelength) information. It’s name dates back to the early days of the high speed
rotating drum cameras. These cameras would “streak” reflected light onto film. No other
instruments wich directly detect ultra-fats light phenomena have better temporal resolution than
streak camera. Since the streak camera is a two dimensional device it can be used to detect several
tens of different light channels simultaneously. For example used in combination with a
spectroscope time variation of the incidence light intensity with respect to wavelength can be
measured (time resolved spectroscopy). Used in combination with proper optics it is possible to
measure time variation of the incident light with respect to position (time and space-resolved
measurement). Fig.1 shows the operating principle of the streak camera. The light being measured
passes through a slit and is formed by the optics into a slit image on the photocathode of the streak
tube. At this point four optical pulses wich vary slightly in terms of both time and space and wich
have different optical intensities are input through the slit and arrive at the photocathode. The
incident light on the photocathode is converted into a number of electrons proportional to the
intensity of the light so that these four optical pulses are converted sequentially into electrons. They
then pass through a pair of accelerating electrodes where they are accelerated and bombarded
against a phosphor screen. As the electrons produced from the four optical pulses pass between a
pair of sweep electrodes high voltage is applied to the sweep electrodes at a timing synchronized to
the incident light (see Fig.2). This initiates a highspeed sweep (the electrons are swept from top to
bottom). During the high-speed sweep the electrons, which arrive at slightly different times are
deflected in slightly different angles in the vertical direction and enter the MCP (micro channel
plate). As the electrons pass the MCP they are multiplied several thousands of times after wich they
impact against a phosphor screen where they are converted again into light. On the phosphor screen
the phosphor image corresponding to the optical pulse wich was the earliest to arrive is placed in
the uppermost position with the other images being arranged in sequential order from top to bottom,
in other words, the vertical direction on the phosphor screen serve as the time axis. Also the
brightness of the various phosphor images is proportional to the intensity of the respective incident
optical pulses. The position in the horizontal direction of the phosphor image corresponds to the
horizontal location of the incident light. In this way the streak camera can be used to convert
changes in the temporal and spatial light intensity of the light being measured into an image
showing the brightness distribution on the phosphor screen. We can thus find the optical intensity
from the phosphor image and the time and incident light position from the location of the phosphor
image.
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System configuration
In order to measure ultra-high speed optical phenomena using a streak camera a trigger section and
a readout section are required. The basic configuration of this system is shown below.

The trigger section controls the timing of the streak sweep. This section must be adjusted so that a
streak sweep is initiated when the light being measured arrives at the streak camera. For this
purpose we use a delay lunit wich controls how long the trigger signal wich initiates the streak
sweep is delayed . A PIN diode is used when the trigger signal is produced from the light being
measured.
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PART 1
CHAPTER 2
MEASUREMENT OF CARBON EOS
Introduction
We present an experimental point for the carbon equation of state (EOS) at megabar pressures,
obtained by laser-driven shock waves. The rear side emissivity of ‘‘two-mat erials two-steps’’ target
(Al-C) was recorded with space and time resolution and, by applying the impedance mismatch
method, allowed a direct determination of relative EOS points. Experiments were performed at
PALS and LULI laboratories, using carbon samples with two different values of initial density, in
order to explore a wider region of the phase diagram. Previously unreached pressures were
obtained. The results are compared with previous experiments and with available theoretical models
and seem to show a high compressibility of carbon at megabar pressures. The equation of state
(EOS) of carbon at high pressures (megabar or multi megabar regime) is of interest for several
branches of physics. Material science: Carbon is a unique element due to its polymorphism and the
complexity and variety of its state phases. The EOS of carbon has been the subject of several recent
important experimental and theoretical scientific works [1–15]. The important phenomenon of
carbon metallizat ion at high pressure has long been predicted theoretically but until now never
experiment ally proved. At very high pressures the regime of nonideal strongly correlated and
partia lly degenerate plasmas is approached, which is characterized by an almost complete absence
of experimental data [15 –18]. Astrophysics: The description of high-pressure phases is essential for
developing realistic models of planets and stars [19, 20]. As was shown in chapter one, Carbon is a
major constituent (through methane and carbon dioxide) of giant planets such as Uranus and
Neptune. High pressures are thought to produce methane pyrolysis with a separation of the carbon
phase and the possible formation of a diamond or metallic layer [21– 23].
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The picture above show recent results from experiment performed at ILE-Osaka, Japan. From Visar
streak image it is evidend an increase of reflectivity as high shock wave pressure compress carbon
film. This is an indication of a phase transition toward a metallic state for carbon.

Metallization of the carbon layer in the mantle of these planets (the‘‘ice layers’’) could give a high
electrical conductivity and, by the dynamo effect, be the source of the observed large magnetic
fields [24, 25]. Concerning carbon metallization, the first theoretical estimates (Van Vechten [1]) set
the triple point for the transition among diamond ('), liquid metal (+l), and solid metal (+s) at 1.7
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Mbar and 3100 K, a prediction not in agreement with experimental results by Shaner et al. [2] and
Grover [3]. More recent works set the metallic transition at much larger pressures: Yin and Cohen
[4] predict a transition from diamond to a BC-8 semi metallic phase at about 11 Mbar (and a
second transition to a SC-4 metallic phase at about 27 Mbar), in fair agreement with the
calculations by Biswas et al. [5], who put the upper limit of diamond stability at about 12 Mbar,
and with the calculations by Fahy and Louie [6] (at about 11.1 Mbar). Ruoff and Luo [7], working
on experimental data on gap closure by Mao et al. [8], put the metallic transition at about 8.4 Mbar.
Such pressures can easily be generated in the laboratory by using laser-driven shocks. At higher
temperatures, liquid phases are predicted, going from non metallic at low pressures to semi metallic
and metallic as the pressure is increased. The first experi mental evidence of a liquid metallic phase
was given by Bundy [9]. Nowdays, the most accepted phase diagram of carbon by Grumbach and
Martin [10] sets the structural cha nges in liquid carbon at pressures of 4 and 10 Mbar. This
suggests that laser-driven shocks (P= 2-6 Mbar, T>20 000 K) should reach a liquid metallic phase.

2.1.1 Grumbach - Martin phase diagram

In Fig.2.1 we report a simplified version of the Grumbach - Martin phase diagram to which we
3

added the Hugoniot curves corresponding to the initial densities % o = 1.6 and 1.45 g/cm (the two
values used in our experiment).

Fig. 2.1. Grumbach and Martin’s phase diagram (after [12]) and the two Hugoniot curves
corresponding to the initial densities %o = 1.6 and 1.45 g/cm
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Again, the liquid metallic phases can easily be reached with laser shocks. These are, indeed,
nowadays the only laboratory tool which can achieve pressures of a few tens of megabars [18]. In
this chapter i present the first Hugoniot data for carbon that our group obtained with laser- driven
shocks. In recent years, it has been well established that laser shocks are a useful tool for highpressure physics, to compress materials at megabar pressures and measure their EOS [26,27]. The
goal of our experiment was to begin the exploration of carbon EOS in the pressure range 1–15
Mbar. We got the first experimental points at pressures higher than 8 Mbar. Moreover, we
substantially increased the number of EOS data for carbon at pressures >1 Mbar: nine new EOS
points against a total of about 20 points which were available in literature [28–32]. One general
limitation of shock-wave EOS experiments is that only data on the Hugoniot curve of the material
are obtained. This is due to the fact that shocks compress and heat the material at the same time, so
pressure and temperature are no longer independent variables. One way to overcome this limitation
is to use a sample with reduced density % (porous or foam target). This changes the initial
conditions in the material so that data along different Hugoniot curves are obtained. Hence, by
changing %o the whole EOS plane can be explored. In particular, by reducing the initial density %o
of the sample, the same shock pressure P will correspond to a higher temperature T (internal energy
E ) and a reduced final density. The experiment is based on generating high-quality shocks and
using “two-steps–two-materials” targets. Relative EOS data of “unknown” materials (here C) are
obtained by using a “well-known” reference (here Al). Al behavior at high pressure is well
understood, making it a typical reference material for shock experiments [27]. Some laser shots
13

were done at LULI, where three laser beams at $ = 0.53 µm were focused at intensities I ! 5 x 10
2

W/cm . The pulse was Gaussian in time with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 600 ps.
2.1.2 PALS laser and experimental set up
In order to increase laser energy (and shock pressure), other shots were done with the PALS iodine
laser [33], (Fig. 2.2, Fig.2.3, Fig.2.4). with typical energy of 250 J per pulse at a wavelength of 0.44
14

2

µm, focused up to an intensity of 2 x 10 W/cm . The pulse was Gaussian with a FWHM of 450 ps.
In both cases, large focal spots and Phase Zone Plates (PZP) [26] were used to get uniform laser
illumination and avoid 2D effects in the propagation of the shock.
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Fig. 2.2 ASTERIX laser at PALS.

Fig. 2.3 Spherical interaction chamber at PALS. Laser coming from right is focalized on target by a
lens inside the chamber. Light emitted by target is focalized on streak camera (chamber left side).
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Fig. 2.4 PALS Experimental set-up.

Two diagnostic systems, based on streak cameras coupled to photographic lenses and 12-bit CCD
cameras, were used: (a) rear-side time-resolved imaging (to record target self-emissivity), and, (b)
time-resolved visible reflectometry (at LULI only). Both diagnostic methods allow the
measurements of the shock breakout times from the base and steps of the “two-steps–twomaterials” target , Fig. 2.5.

Fig. 2.5 Scheme of the experimental set-up.

The CH layer may be (or may be not) present in order to reduce X-ray emission from laser
irradiated side. The probe laser, used at LULI only, was a Nd:YAG converted to 2" with pulse
duration of 8 ns. Hence, we measured the shock velocity in Al and C simultaneously on the same
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laser shot. Details of the experimental set-up are reported in [34] for PALS, and in [26] for LULI
(and for the reflectivity diagnostics in [35]). The time and spatial resolution of both diagnostics, in
both laboratories, were typical of the order of 10 ps and 10 µm. The reflectivity temporal behavior
is important since it can provide evidence of insulator-to-metal transitions (optical reflectivity is
directly related to the density of free charge carriers in the material [35]). However this requires a
different target configuration, and no attempt was made in this direction in this first experiment.
2.1.3 Carbon Targets
Supersonic Cluster Beam deposition
Targets, and in particular the carbon layers, are an important part of the experiment. Some carbon
depositions were done at the University of Milan (see Fig. 2.8) using the Supersonic Cluster Beam
Deposition (SCBD) technique with appropriate masks [36], which allows quite uniform layers and
steep steps to be deposited. This particular deposition system allows carbon to stick on Al, avoiding
usual de-lamination problems. More importantly, it is possible to deposit carbon layers with
3

densities variable between 1 and 2 g/cm . In our experiment, carbon layers with initial density %o =
3

1.45 ± 0.10 g/cm were used. The deposition technique gives an error comparable to the typical "
5% due to the streak-camera resolution. The Al step thickness was 5 µm.
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Fig. 2.6 Schematic representation of the supersonic beam apparatus for the deposition of cluster
beams.

Fig. 2.7 Expanded view of the pulsed cluster source and of the region near the skimmer where a
shock wave is formed. The trajectories of the heavy and light particles are schematically shown.
Due to separation effects, films with different nanostructures can be deposited by placing a
substrate to intercept different regions of the beam.
A supersonic beam is schematically described as a gas stream expanding very rapidly from a high
pressure region (source), through a nozzle, to a low pressure region, Fig.2.6,Fig.2.7. The
characteristics of the beam are mainly determined by the size and shape of the nozzle and by the
pressure difference between the two regions. When a heavy species is diluted in a lighter one (as in
the case of clusters diluted in He or another inert gas) and the mixture is expanded, there is the
formation of a seeded supersonic beam. Figure 1 shows the principle of operation of the apparatus
used for cluster beam deposition and based on a supersonic cluster source. It consists of three
differentially evacuated chambers and it operates in the high vacuum regime. The first chamber
-7

hosts the cluster source and has a base pressure of typically 1 x 10 Torr, during source operation
-5

the average pressure is maintained in the range of 1– 3 x 10 Torr. The supersonic cluster beam
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enters the second chamber through an electroformed skimmer of 2 mm of diameter. The second
chamber is equipped with a sample holder which can intersect the beam, a quartz microbalance for
beam intensity monitoring; it can also host a beam-chopper or a fast ionization gauge for time of
flight measurements of the velocity distribution of particles in the beam. During deposition the
-7

background pressure is typically 1 x10 Torr. The third chamber hosts a linear time of flight mass
spectrometer, which is placed collinear to the beam axis in order to achieve the best transmission.
Carbon clusters have been produced by a pulsed microplasma cluster source (PMCS). The working
principle of the PMCS is the following: A confined plasma discharge ablates a graphite rod in the
cluster source. The vaporized carbon atoms are quenched by a pulse of helium and condense in
clusters. The source consists of a ceramic body with a channel drilled to intersect perpendicularly a
larger cylindrical cavity. The channel hosts two rods of the material to be vaporized. A solenoid
pulsed valve facets one side of the cavity. The other side of the cavity is closed by a removable
nozzle. The solenoid valve, backed with a pressure of 8 bar, delivers He pulses with an opening
time of a few hundreds of microseconds. An intense helium jet is formed toward the cathode
surface facing the valve. In this region the gas density is substantially higher than in the rest of the
cavity. During standard operation the mean He pressure in the source cavity is of roughly 30 Torr.
Just before the valve closing, a voltage ranging from 500 up to 1500 V is applied to the electrodes,
causing the firing of the discharge and the production of the plasma localized in the region of the
higher gas density. The ablation occurs when helium plasma strikes the cathode surface removing
atoms via sputtering. The electrode surface where ablation occurs is very small and comparable to
what is obtained in the case of laser vaporization, so that very precise paths can be burned on the
cathode. The cathode is constantly rotated along its axis by a stepping motor external to vacuum to
allow constant ablation conditions over 105 pulses. The mean pressure inside the first chamber is
constantly monitored by a PC, connected to pressure gauge control units. To overcome the solenoid
valve operation instabilities, a feedback chain automatically modifies the nominal opening time of
the valve. This substantially increases the reproducibility of cluster synthesis conditions. With
typical discharge conditions, we obtain a log-normal cluster mass distribution in the range of 0 –
1500 atoms/ clusters, with a maximum peaked at around 400 atoms/ cluster and an average size at
about 950 atoms/cluster. The kinetic energy of the clusters is lower than 0.2 eV/atom, well below
the binding energy of carbon atoms in the clusters. At cluster impact on the surface there is thus no
substantial fragmentation of the aggregates and deposited films may keep memory of the structure
the clusters had in the gas phase. The beam intensity has been tested in the second chamber
selection it is thus possible to obtain very intense and collimated beams. Using a focusing nozzle we
have obtained cluster beams with a divergence of 10 mrad and average densities of 3 x
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10 atoms/cm (2 x10 atoms/cm 3 pulsed) corresponding to rates of 2 nm/s at 300 mm distance
from the source nozzle.
General Atomic carbon targets
Other carbon targets were fabricated at General Atomics [37] (see Fig. 2.10) using a completely
different technique based on the use of colloidal carbon. In this case, carbon with initial density %o
3

= 1.6 ± 0.10 g/cm was produced. Stepped targets were made through lathe machining of bulk
aluminum. The Al base was ! 8 µm, and the step thickness was ! 8.5 µm. The carbon layer was
then produced and the target was machined again to produce the C step (with thickness !10 µm).
The use of two different types of targets allow a comparison of measurements and better confidence
in our results. Fig. 2.4 shows typical results obtained from the emissivity diagnostics for GA target
while Fig. 2.6 is emissivity referred to sample in Fig. 2.5.
2.1.4 Results
3

In total, we obtained five good experimental points at LULI (two for %o = 1.45 g/cm and three for
3

3

%o = 1.6 g/cm ) and four good points at PALS (all for %o = 1.6 g/cm ). These are shown in Fig. 2.12
with all the other experimental results already available in the literature in the pressure range P >
1.5 Mbar. Data, grouped according to their initial density %o, are compared to the shock polar curve
derived from the Sesame tables (the model QEOS [38] yields practically identical results for
carbon, even if it usually does not describe the Hugoniot with the same accuracy as the SESAME
EOS does).

3

FIG. 2.8. SEM image of carbon steps with %o=1.45 g/cm deposited on a CH/Al substrate. Al steps
are not present since they were deposited later.
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FIG. 2.9 Shock breakout streak image of the target rear side in emission. Shot energy was 25.3 J.
Arrows indicate the shock breakout from the Al step (right) and from the C step
(left). The size of the image is 600 µm x 1.7 ns.

Fig. 2.10 SEM I mage of double-step target produced at General Atomics, with density
3

%o =1.6 g/cm .
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Fig. 2.11 Shock breakout streak image of the General Atomics target rear side in emission. Shot
made at PALS with energy E = 108 J. Lines indicate the shock break-out from the Al step (left) and
from the C step (right). Al step gave t1 – t0 = 205 ps, DA1 = 38.8 km/s, PAl = 33 Mbar. C step gave
t2 – t0 = 295 ps, Dc = 32.2 km/s, Pc = 18 Mbar.

The errors in pressure and fluid velocity are ! 15% and ! 20%, respectively; these error bars were
estimated by calculating the propagation of experimental errors on shock velocity (5%) on the
quantities determined by the mismatch method. The error in shock velocity is instead determined
from the experimentally measured uncertainties in step thickness and by the streak-camera temporal
resolution. All our data, for both initial densities, are below the shock polar curve derived from the
Sesame tables. Despite our quite large error bars (which make most points compatible with the
theoretical curve), such results show a systematic deviation and indicate a compressibility of carbon
at these pressures much higher than that predicted by most models (the density % of the compressed
sample is obtained from the Hugoniot Rankine relations for shocks, namely from %(D–U) = %oD).
However, such behavior could be also due to the presence of systematic errors in our experiment.
One possible cause often cited for explaining errors in laser-shock EOS experiments is preheating
induced by X-rays. In our case, preheating was surely small for the points at LULI due to the rather
low laser intensity and the presence of a CH layer on laser-irradiated side, which reduces X-ray
generation (as shown experimentally in [35]). On the contrary, for the shots at PALS, preheating
was measured by calibrating the emissivity diagnostics, and, for the two shots at higher energy
(pressure), it was as high as a couple of eV [34].
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FIG. 2.12 Experimental EOS results from shock experiments. Only data with P >1.5 Mbar and
3

corresponding Hugoniot are shown. Our points: full squares, 1.45 g/cm .
3

3

LULI; empty circles, 16 g/cm . LULI; full circles, 1.6 g/cm .
3

PALS. Previous points: empty diamond, 1.85 g/cm .
3

Pavlovskii et al. [28]; triangles, 2.2 g/cm , Nellis [29]; full
3

diamond, 2.23 g/cm , Pavlovskii et al. [28]; empty squares,
3

3.51 g/cm (diamond), Pavlovskii [30].
Despite this, the LULI points are as far from Sesame as the PALS points. Therefore, preheating is
probably no the cause of deviation from theoretical curves (or at least not of the whole deviation).
Another possible systematic effect could be due to the high porosity of the targets, even if porous
and foam targets are routinely used in EOS experiments. Hence, even if this point requires further
work and analysis, for the moment we can conclude that at very high pressures, carbon is likely to
be more compressible than predicted by Sesame or QEOS. We should also note that a deviation
from Sesame is also observed for other points obtained at high shock pressure (for instance, the
3

point at ! 3 Mbar for carbon with %o =1.85 g/cm reported by Pavlovskii and Drakin [28]). Even
more interestingly, the same behavior was observed by Nellis et al. [29], who, using underground
3

nuclear explosions as a compression tool, report two EOS points for graphite (% o =2.2 g/cm ) at
4.76 and 7.61 Mbar. The relation between shock velocity D and fluid velocity U for carbon in the
Megabar range is linear (D = C + SU, where C is the sound velocity in the material in that pressure
3

range). For carbon with %o =1.6 g/cm , from Sesame (or QEOS), we get C ! 5 km/s and S ! 1.27
[39]. A linear interpolation of our points instead yields S ! 1.08–1.14 (depending on whether or not
46

we consider the two “preheated” points). From this, we get an “experimental” shock polar P =
%oDU = %o (C + SU), which of course nicely interpolates our results in the (P, U) plane. This curve
2

is above the thermodynamic limit P =% o U corresponding to infinite compressibility (all our
experimental points are above this limit). However, it seems too close to the shock polar for a
perfect gas, which again could indicate the influence of systematic effects. For the case %o = 1.45
3

g/cm , we did not make any attempt to determine S since we had only two points.
2.1.5 Conclusion
The observed increased compressibility of carbon suggests that at a given pressure along the
Hugoniot, the density in the final state (liquid) is smaller than that for solid. Transitions to less
dense phases also enhance thermal contributions, explaining the observed pressure discrepancy.
This agrees with conclusions by Nellis et al. [4] and reinforces their observations.
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pulse with high intensity. The circulating pulse saturates the laser gain to a level
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